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We consider the game problem of evading contact with a given set under the 
condition that the second player receives information on the state of the game 

after a constant delay. The paper is adjacent to [l-4]. On the basis of extremal 

construction [5] we form the optimal control of the second player. We consider 

sufficient conditions under which evasion is possible during a finite interval of 
time. 

1. let the motion of a conflict-controlled system be described by the differential 
equation 

rlJ.‘& - rl (t) .r + B (f)rc - C (t) u, i!> to - q, 5 It” - ql = 9 (1.1) 
Here 11 is a positive constant,. 5 is an rt-dimensional phase vector of the system, u and 

v are control vectors of dimension I; and I , respectively, A (t), B (t), C (t) are 

matrices of appropriate dimensions, continuous in t . The realization IL [tl and v [t] 
of the controls at each instant t > to - ?‘l are subject to the constraints 

u Itr E ut, v 111 E v, 0.2) 

where Urand V, are bounded, closed and convex sets which vary continuously as t chan- 
ges. Let there also be given a convex, closed and bounded set AJf C f?,. We consider 

the following game. The first player strives to bring motion (1.1) onto set ICI. The 
second player strives to avoid contact with nf for as long as possible. Here, at each 
instant t > to the second player can form his own control on the basis of the state of 

system (1.1) at the instant t - 11. The control u Ir] is taken as given for t E [t’ - 

- rl, t”) . In this paper the situation is considered from the second player’s viewpoint. 
Therefore, we shall not state explicitly the information available to the first player, 

assuming it to be as complete as desired. 
De fin it i o n 1.1. Every summable function satisfying the condition u (t) E ur 

(v (t) F: Vr) is called an admissible program control u (t) (v (t)) . 
Definition 1.2. The collection {t, 3 [1- q], V( 6 1 t)) us called the position of 

the game at the instant t 2 to . Here U (. 1 tj denotes a realization of the second play- 
er’s control on the semi-interval [t - ‘1, t). The value of the control V ( * 1 t) at the 
instant 7 E [t - ?l, t) is denoted by u (r[t) . 

D e fin it i o “, 1.3. The rule which associates with each position { I, z, v ( .I t)) 
a set v (1, 5, v (. 1 1)) satisfying the following Conditions: 

,l. the set I’ (t, 2, V (. 1 t)) belongs to vtand is convex and closed ; 
2. the set V (t, z, v (-1 t)) is upper semicontinuous relative to inclusion with 

respect to t, x and is upper o-semicontinuous relative to inclusion with 
respect to v (-1 t). 

is called an admissible snategy 1’ of the second player. 

Condition 2 signifies the tollowing. If the Conditions 
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vk- v*, tl, - f,, xk - x*, vk('itk)-V*(*It*) . 0 

vkE~(tkr5k, vk(' jtk)) 

are fulfilled, there the inclusion 

v* E v V*, x*9 v* (. I t*)) 

holds, where the symbol ‘;;: denotes the weak convergence of the sequence of functions 

4 (*It&) = V& (E) (here for convenience we have made the substitution E = 7 + q - 

- tk, r E It& - rl, Q), considered as elements of the space L,? [O. ,I’]. As regards 

the first’player, we shall take it that his strategy at each instant t > to - ?l is charac- 
terized by the set U,. Such a definition of the strategy allows us to cover any method 

by which the first player forms his control, generating a summable realization. u (t). 

Definition 1..4. Every absolutely-continuous function t [t] (L E [to - Tj, 61) 
which for almost all t satisfies the following inclusion 

dx [tl/dt~~ A(t) 5 ItI + B (0 u, - C (t) J’, (4 z It - tll, v (. ItI) (1.3) 

where 

is called a motion of system (1.1) during the interval [to - ?J, 01 . The expression 

on the right-hand side of (1.3) should be understood as an algebraic sum of the sets. 
The existence of a solution of the differential equations in contingencies (1.3) can be 
shown by taking the corresponding Euler polynomial lines [6] to the limit, 

Pr ob le m 1.1. We are required to construct an admissible strategy V” (2, 5, 
v ( l It)) (t > f’) for the second player, such that the condition Z ItI e IIf for all 

t E [t”, e), where.8 is some specified instant, is fulfilled for any motion of system 
(1.3) of differential equations in contingencies, 

2. Let us consider an auxiliary program problem which will be used to construct the 
second player’s optimal strategy V” (t, 5, V (01 t)). In the phase coordinate space {z} , 
at a selected instant 0 we associate with every instant t < il and with an admissible 

control I’(TII) (z E II - q, t)) a set II’ (I: (-If), t, ‘I?) defined as follows. 

Definition 2.1. The set 1%’ (U (.I I). I, I?) is the set of all points lctpossessing 

the following property: for any admissible control v (T) (t E It, 01) we can choose 

an admissible control u (t) (T E [I - q, -111) such that the pair of controls V* (T) 

and u (r), where 
jv(r 11) 

I’* (7) = \r (q 
for TE[t-q,f) 

for rE(1,OI 

takes system (1.1) from the point z [t - q] = w into some state Z 161 E Jr. 

In correspondence with Definition 2.1 we can specify the set IiT (v (. I l), t, 0) as 
the collection of vectors U’ for which the inclusion 

G(‘) (t, 6) C C(l) (1 - q, 0) + x (19, t) IX (t, t - q) w - 61 - Ilf (2.1) 

is valid. Here c(l) (1, i)) and C(z) (t, 0) are the first and second player’s reachable 
regions from the state z If) = 0 at the instant 6 > 1, defined, respectively, as the 
sets of all points ti ‘1 ) and ds) satisfying the relations 
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where X (a, t) is the fundamental matrix of system (1.1). while g = g (t) is a vector 
defined by the expression f 

g(l)= 1 x(%t)C(~)+IOdr (2.2) 

We list certain properties of the’sea ,W (u (. 1 t), t, 6), useful subsequently, which ensue 
directly from Definition 2.1 and relation (2. lb 

Assertion 2.1. The sets w(~(.jt), 1,.6) are convex, closed and bounded. 

Assertion 2.2. If the position (0, x, v (.I*)} is such that 

then any motion starting from the point x = x I@ - ~1 does not hit onto Jf at the 

instant t = 6. 

From relation (2.1) it follows that the point w belongs to the set W (u (. 1’); t, a) if 
and only if the condition 

max 1~s (4 4 *) - p1 (4 t - (1, fl).- P-M (s) + 8’ x (e, t) g - 8’ x (43, c - 

- rl) wl<O, Is!== 1 (2.3) 
is fulfilled. Here s is a unit vector, p, (s. 1. O), pz (,q, /, G), [B_~, (s) are the sup- 

port functions C51 of the se& (;W (1, O), W (t. 61, - nl. 

Suppose that we are given an interval [I”, O* 1. Let Us take a position (t, 5, u (.I I)) 
such that -1: @ IV (V (- 1 1) , I, 0) and with it and with the instant I) E 1 I, ?‘I*’ 1 let 
us associate a quantity E (2, x, 6, 6) defined by the expression 

E (4 5, g, 0) = mnx, Ipz (s, t, 0) - PI (S, 1 - tl, 8) - f-nr (3 + 

+ 8’ x (a, 1) g - s’ x (0, t - q) tl, lIdI= 1 (2.4) 

It is evident that the quantity E (t, t, g, 6) is positive when z @‘Iv (V (-1 1)~ t, 19). 

We extend the definition of the fiction e (t, I, g, 6) by setting it equal to zero when 
z E 11’ (u (. 1 1), t, 6). It is not difficult to show .that the following property holds. 

Assertion 2.3. In the region E (t, 2, g, e) > 0 the function.8 (t, I, g, 0) 

satisfies a Lipschitz condition in the argument 6, i. e. the inequality 

E (t, 5, n*Q”) - E (t, 5, 6, 9’) < h 16” - 6’ 1 (2.5) 

is valid, where +‘, 6” are arbitrary instants from the interval [C, 0.1 and h is some 
positive constant. 

In what follows we shall take as fulfilled the next condition. 

Condition 2.1. If the position {t,~, v (~1 t)} and the instant 0 ~=l[t, I?*] are 
such that s @ IT’ (V (a 1 t), t, 6), then the maximum in the right-hand side of expres- 
sion (2.4) is reached on the unit vector s = so (t, I, S, 0). 

We can show (just as was done in p]) that when Condition 2.1 is fulfilled the follow- 
ing assertions are valid. 
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Assertion 2.4. In the region e (t, X, g,6)>0 the functions so (t, X, 6, Q) 

and E (t, X, 6, 6) are continuous functions of their arguments. 

Assertion 2.5. In the region e (t, X, 6, 6) > 0 there hold the following rela- 
tions : 

grad, E (4 5, g, 6) = - X’ (8, t - 7). so (i, 5, g, 0) (2.6) 

grad, E (t, 5, g, 6) = X’ (6, t) . so (t, 5, g, 6) (2.7) 

655 (k x9 g, WQ = p1 CT” (4 5, 6, W, t - v, f+) - pz (so (4 5, g, +), 4 *)+ 
+s”‘(t,2,g,6)~X(6,t-~)~n(t-~)s-ssO’(t, s,g,O)X(6,t).A(t)g 

where the functions 111 (s, T, 17) (i = 1, 2) are defined by the relations (2.8) 

pt (s, t, @) x max,, s’ X (0, t) B (t) u, UE UT (2.9) 

p2 (s, T, 6) = max,,s’ X (6, z) C (T) v, VE VT 

3. Suppose that the second player counts on avoiding the contact of point X [t] with 

set M.during the interval [to, fl*] . Consider an open domain D of the variables C, 

X, g, defined by the inequality 

min,, e (1, 2, g, 6) > 0 (6 E 14 **I) 

In domain il we construct the Liapunov function 
n* 

1, (t, .T, c) = \ 
E-1 (t, .T, R, if) rll? (3.1) 

i 
Now, for each position {t, 5, u (- 1 t)} we define a certain strategy I/‘* (t, 5, v (. 1 t)) 
of the second player in the following way: 

I’* (t, I, c (_. 1 I)) = 
1 

NC) for min,e(t,r,g,6)>0, OE[t,6*] 
” 

, for minse(l,r,g,6)=0, 6E(f,O*] (3.2) 

where i’(r) is the set of vectors II, satisfying the relation 

(grnflcL (t, .T, 2)) (I (I) I’,. -= min (qra I, L (I, z, g))’ C (f) u, If 3 L’, (3.3) 
1) 

By using relations (3. l), (2.6)-(2.8), the continuity of function sc (1. .T. c. I?). and the 
continuity of the matrix 9 (I, r), we can show that the function L (t, x’, g) is con- 
tinuously differentiable in domain n.. Hence, from the continuity of matrix c (t) and 

of the set V, , with due regard to expression (2.2) for g = g (t) , it follows [6] that 

the strategy I’* (t. I, u (. 1 1)) . 1s an admissible strategy for the second player. We 
write out the expression for the total time derivative of function L (t, .z. &‘) relative 

to system (1.1) and relation (2..2) in the following form: 

dL/dt = 0 (t, 1. g. zi, u) = (grad, L (t. “, g))’ B (t - q) 14 -t- 

+(grnd, L(t, 5, 6))’ C (t) u + s (t, 5, g) (3.4) 
where 

u E U,_r)r UE v1 

s (I? 5, g) -(grntl, L (t, .T, 6))’ IA (t - 11) 2 - c (t - q) rJ (t - ? 101 + 

t (grad& (t, x, g))’ IA (t) g - ‘Y (lJ - q) c (t - q) V (1 - tll 01 + 

+ dL (t, I, gyat 
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Let us consider a function a” (t, x, g), defined in domain D, 

me (I, .T, g) = min, mnxl,(I~(t, .r,g, 14, u) = mpx,, min, 1) (t, t, g, U, u) =. 

== mas,, (grad,L (L, z, g))‘B (t - 11) II + min, (gradg L (t, 5, g))’ C (t) u + 
+ 8 (1, J, g), u E UI_‘l, 2) E V, (3.5) 

We show that the following assertion is valid. 
Le mm a 3. 1. Suppose that the initial position {t”, z”, u (a If)} is such that .x0 e 

c 11 (v (.II”), to, fl) f or all 6 E [t”, 6*]. Suppose also that system (1.1) and the 

constraints (1.2) on the controls are such that the inequaliv 

cD0 (t, 3, g) < x L (t, 2, g) (x-COW (3.6) 

is fulfilled in domain D . Then, the strategy v* (2, 5, v (a 1 I)) ensures that any mo- 

tion of system (1.1). generated by the strategies V* (t, 5, u (m 1 t)). and u,, will evade 
contact with set M during the interval [to, &*J_ 

Proof. Let xc it 1 be an arbitrary motion of system (1. l), generated by the strategies 

ZJ! and l.*(r, J, r:(*Ir)). By (r, r,[f - tl], r’? (a 1 I)) we denote the position consisting of 

the motion zTy It - n] and of the second player’s control +(T~I) (T E [t - q, tl)that 

have been realized. We show that when t E [to, O*] the point Y,== r,fr - n] does not 

fall into any one of the sets 11’(t~,.(. 1 f), f, 0) (0 E If, V*l). Hence, by virtue of Assertion 
2.2 it follows that zC If] I>? N when’ t E [to, a+]. 

We assume the contrary. Suppose that at some instant f* E [to, V* J a position 

11;. r,[f* - ~1, r.J.1 f*)) is realized such that for the first time 1, [f* - ?I E m’ 

(L.~(.( f*), I*, 0’) , where 0’ is some instant from the interval [I*, 6.1. This signifies that 

s(1*, Tf [I+ - rll. 6, (t+), 0’) = 0 

Let us take a sequence of positions {f”, zC It” - q], t’e (* i f”)), where 1” < t*, P -P t+ 
as n -+ ~0. Then the sequence of numbers 

En == F (f”, Tc [fn - ‘11, gc (0. w > 0 

tends to zero by virtue of the continuity of the function F (I, I, p, V). By Assettion 2.3, 

for any V E (In, V*J we can write down the inequality 

E(fn,z,[f n-~],g:(fn),v)<El’+hlO--‘l 

Hence we have the estimate 0’ 

L (f”, .Tc [f” - tll, g, (f”)) > 
s 

(t.“+h~o-v’I]-‘d6; 

from which it follows that 
1” 

L (In, r; [ tn - nl, gL (0) + 00 
as 

n + Cs 

On the semi-interval [f’, f’) let us treat the function ,!,(t, Jr[f - q), ge (r)] along the 
change in position (r,, z:,[f - q], cJ.1 1)) as a time function L(r). Since the function 

h(t, G 6) is continuously differentiable and the functions r,[rJand gc[f) are absolutely 
continuous, the derivative 

&5(f)/& = a(t) (3.7) 

exists almost everywhere on [r O, t*) , where @(f):is a realization of the function 

a’& x,[r - q], g, (r), u[f - q], +[f]) as a function of time. From relations (3.3)-(3.7) 
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we obtain the estimate 

dL(t)ldt < XL(i) for t E [P, P), 

from which follows the boundedness of the futictionL(t) on the semi-intervaI [to, P). 

Thus, we obtain a contradiction; on the one hand, the function L(t) is bounded on (t’,L*), 
on the other hand, the sequence (L(P)) increases unboundedly as rn - P (P < P). This 

contradiction proves Lemma 3.1. 

4. Let us determine the constraints on the players’ controls and the second player’s 
strategy which ensure that the motion z [ tl. evades contact with set nf during some 
semi-interval It”, fi’). We introduce the definition of the absorption instant. 

D e fin i t i on 4.1. The smallest value of the parameter 8 for which the inclusion 

z E w (LJ (a It), f, @) holds is called the absorption instant 6” (t, 2, u (*I t)) corre- 

sponding to the game position {t, 2, v (. It)} . 
Let an initial position {P, X0, u ( 11’)) be given and 1etO” be the absorption instant 

corresponding to it. We construct the second player’s strategy V,” (t, 5, (7 (. 1 t)) 

fl” 
Va0(~,5,u(* It)) = 1 for min, e (6 2, 6, V) > 0 

v 

I for mina e(f, t, g, 6) = 0 (4.1) 

where V e [t, 0” - al, a is a positive constant In Lemma 3.1 we set-68 = 0” - 
- CL Then from Definitions 2.1 and 4.1 it follows that the first hypothesis of Lemma 

3.1 is satisfied for any a E_ (0, 6" - to] , i.e. the initial position satisfies the condi- 
tion i e W (U (-1 P), P, V) for all 6 E Ito, V” - al. 

Let us now assume that system (1.1) and the constraints (1.2) on the players’ controls 

are such that the condition 

X (t, t - 7) B (t - tl) I/&., = c (t) v, + D, (I E I”, 611) (4.2) 

is fulfilled, where Dt 1s some convex set. we show that Condition 1.2 is satisfied when 

relation (4.2) is fulfilled. Consider the function 

P (s, t - tl, 6) = Pl (s, t - ‘1, 6) - Pa (s, r, 8) (4.3) 

This equality can be written in the form [5] 

where lti (s, T, V) (i = 1,2) are defined by expressions (2.9). Hence, and from(4.2) 
it follows that a 

fJ(s,t--%V) =jIt(s,r.O)dr+ s ~1 (s. r, V) dr (4.4) 

where 
1 a-r) 

\l (s, T, 6) = mq s’X (8, T) y .f0r y E D,, T E [t, *I 

From expression (4.4) it follows that the difference (4.3) is function ‘which is convex 
in .s . Using this property we can show [5] that the maximum in expression (2.4) is 
reached on the unique vector s = so (t, 5, g, V), i.e. Condition 2.1 is fulfilled. 
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We now verify the satisfaction of the second hypothesis of Lemma 3.1. To do this 
we take into account the relations (2.6)-(2.8),(3.1),(3.4),(4.4) and we write the 
expression for the function 

Let u”, v” be a pair of vectors for which the equality 

rl, (t, 5, g, ZC, UC) = rfi” (t, 2, g) 

holds. By virtue of (4.2) there exists a vector v* such that 

S (t, 1 - q) B (t - q) IL’ - C (t) v* E D, 

By virtue of (3.5) the inequality 

rf’O (C 5. g) < iD (t, 5, g, iLO, c*) 

is valid for the vector u* . Hence and from (4.5). taking into account that the function 
a (t, t, g, 1) is positive, we get that 

m” (1, Xi g) < 0 

Thus the second hypothesis of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied, Using formuh (4.5) and (3.3) we 
write the set t;(f) defining the second player’s strategy V,” (t, z, u (a f t)) as the CO& 
lection of vectors ve satisfying the condition 

L’ (& 5, g) C(t) u, = max, 2,’ (1,.r, g) C (1) v, u E VI (4.6) 

where the vector 1, (t, x, g) is defined by the equality 
8*--r 

($9 

Thus, the following assertion is valid. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the system of equations (1.1) 

(4.7) 

and the constraints 
(I, 2) on the controls are such that condition (4.2) is satisfied. Then the second player’s 
strategy V,” ft, 5, v ($1 t)) .g iven by (4. l), (4.6). (4.7). guarantees the evasiou of 
motion x it1 from contact with set Jr during the interval Ito, Go - a] for any a E 
E(0, 75” - toI. On the other hand, it turus out that the second player cannot guaran- 
tee the evasion of system (1.1) from contact with set nf during an interval larger than 
the semi-interval IP, #‘). 

To prove this we consider the first player’s strategy defined at each instant t - sJ’ 
(t E It’, @‘,“I) by the set 

where UC) is the set of vectors uc satisfying the relation 
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s”’ (t, 2, g, tl”) x (SO, c - q) ZLe = 

= max, se’ (t, z, g, So) X (So, t - 9) B (t - q) U, u E Uf-, 

The strategy u” (t - q, 2, u (‘1 t)) assumes that the first player knows at the instant 
t - rl the realization U ( * 1 t) of the second player’s control during the interval [t - 
- ?‘j, 4. Such an availability to the first player of information on the future state of 
the game is, it is clear, not realistic. However, by virtue of the way Problem 1.1 was 

posed the second player is not ensured that the first player will not apply a realization 

of control u (I) which during the game satisfies the inclusion II (1 --- 11) r= u” (l - 

- rl. ‘Z, 1’ (, I q). 
With the aid of arguments analogous to those in [l, 61 we can show that when Con- 

dition 2.1 is fulfilled the first player’s strategy u” (1 -- 11. 5, L’ ( .I I)) guarantees 

that system (1.1) is led onto set 111 no later than the instant 0”. Hence it follows that 

from the second player’s point of view the instant 0” is the best instant for which Prob- 

lem 1.1 can be solved. 

Let us consider the case when the set nf is a linear subspace of the space E,,. By 

X*(0, t) we denote the manix whose columns are the projections of the column-vectors 

of matrix S (73, 1) onto the orthogonal complement of subspace’nl. Suppose that the 
condition 

.I’ (0, I) .i- (1, t - q) n (t --1) II, _ri = s+ (6, L) c(t) v, -+ II (0, I) (4.8) 

is fulfilled for all 6 E (to, 00], !c [t”, 6’1, where D(0, i) is some convex set. Also sup- 

pose that for any t E IL’, 6’1, u E U,_, we can choose a vector v E V1 such that the 

inclusion 
S*(S, t) [X(t, I - 7) B(t - q) u - C(t)?,] ED (6, t) (4.9) 

holds for all 6 E [t, fil. By ~,*,(t, Z, g) we denote a vector defined by the formula 

(4.10) 

Just as in the case of a bounded set Af, here we can show the validity of an assertion 

analogous to Theorem 4.1. Here, instead of the fulfillment of condition (4.2) we 

require the fulfillment of the weaker conditions (4. 8) and (4.9). while the second play- 

er’s strategy is determined by formulas (4. l), (4.6). (4.10). 

The author thanks N. N. Krasovskii and A. I. Subbotin for their attention to the work. 
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